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CHANGED FROM THE INSIDE OUT

WALKING IN THE WONDERFUL WAYS OF GOD

I. John 1:16-17 

 A. When we talk about change we can slip into law/performance mode 

 B. Law and grace 

  1. Law bases relationship on changed behavior
  2. Grace brings changed behavior through relationship 

 C. The fact is that the greatest change possible has already happened
   2 Corinthians 5:17  - Philippians 2:12-1

II. Isaiah 55:8-11 

 A. If God had stopped here we could conclude various things

  1. That He was merely stating the obvious - He’s different than us
  2. That’s the way it is and always will be - almost like He’s  taunting us
  

 B.  In fact He’s doing 2 things

  1. He’s making the vital connection between thoughts and ways
  2. Giving a means for our thoughts and ways can become like His

 C.  3 counterparts

  1. Unproductive ground - our hearts
  2. Rain and snow - God’s word
  3. Fruit - Accomplishing what He pleases and prospering 

 D. Brief comment on the operation of God’s word

  1. Not a text book or novel
  2. From the page to the heart to the head
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II. Romans 12:1-2 

 A. Two choices of ways

  1. The world - conformation 
  2. Transformation
   
 B. Metamorphosis

  1. Caterpillar into butterfly
  2. Bringing what’s already inside out 

 C. Accomplished by renewing our minds

  1. Renewing - remodel, renovate
  2. Our thinking seems to be a doorway 
  
 D. Put off and put on - Ephesians 4:22-24

  1. Like a snake shedding its skin
  2. This too is accomplished by mind renewal
    
 
IV. Mark 10:46-52 

 A. Blind beggar who lived in Jericho

  1. Jericho is close to Jerusalem 
  2. Bartimaeus was always out in the middle of the public 
  3. He heard of Jesus so faith began to arise
  4. When Jesus came he was ready and he acted 

 B. The cloak

  1. Government issued - like a license to beg
  2. Identified him as a blind beggar
  3. When Bartimaeus threw it aside he was putting off the old man

 C. What’s the cloak that you need to put aside so you can live God’s ways?
   


